How to avoid unwanted guests.

The last thing you want to see this summer is guests arriving, intent on destroying your turf. That's why you need premium quality insecticides from Lebanon — straight or in time-saving fertilizer/control combinations — to stop even the most persistent soil and surface feeding pests. Like chinch bugs. Sod webworms. And grubs.

Plus fungicides — in granular or liquid form — to prevent or cure a wide variety of diseases including rusts, spots, smuts and blights.

We've got one of the widest selections of insecticide and fungicide products on the market. Enough premium quality choices to meet your every need. Which means the party's over for troublemakers. And you needn't play host again.

For more information on Lebanon insecticide and fungicide products, contact your local Lebanon distributor. Or call our Greenline at 1-800-233-0628, 1-800-852-5296 (PA only), or 1-717-273-1687.
To find an elite bluegrass at a friendly price, you ought to read between the lines.

Compare Fylking’s competitive price and advantages! Fylking forms a thick, lush turf that has improved disease and drought resistance. Fylking greens up earlier, stays green longer; can be cut as low as 3/8 inch—even 1/2 inch. Fylking has been proven over many years of international turf testing.

Ask your seed distributor for Fylking.

Fylking Kentucky Bluegrass
U.S. Plant Patent 2887
Another fine, quality controlled product of Jacklin Seed Company

---
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In the drive to expand your productivity, Toro has widened the lead over the competition in a most dramatic way. Presenting the new Triflex™ 88 deck. It expands the cutting range of Groundsmaster® 322-D, 327 or 72 models to an incredible 88 inches. That means more turf can be cut with fewer man-hours. A productivity increase of 22% over out-front six foot mowers. Now that's a remarkable achievement in itself. But what really makes the Triflex 88 unique are the movable hydraulic wings on either end of the deck.

By raising both wings, one or neither, you can change your cutting width from 54" to 72" or to 88". And it can be done without stopping the machine or leaving the operator's seat. And the wings fold up conveniently to a width of 72" for easy transport. This eliminates the need to change equipment or buy bigger, more expensive trailers.

But don't let the Triflex's size fool you. Unlike other 6-foot decks that sacrifice quality of cut for size, the Triflex follows ground contours like a 52" cutting unit. The deck flexes at both ends so you can make an 88" cutting pass with reduced risk of scalping. The result is the same uniform quality of cut Groundsmaster is famous for. Including high quality rear discharge dispersion of grass clippings to give all areas you cut that finished appearance. If you're open to a 22% increase in your productivity, it's time you saw the Triflex 88 for yourself.

For a demonstration or more information, call your local Toro distributor today or contact Toro at the address below. The Toro Company, Commercial Marketing Services, 8111 Lyndale Avenue South, Minneapolis, MN 55420.

"Triflex" is a trademark of The Toro Company. "Toro" and "Groundsmaster" are registered trademarks of The Toro Company. ©1988 The Toro Company.